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WHO IS THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES? The Vice Presi-dent? The Governor of Illinois? Who are the U.S. Senators from 
this state? U.S. Congressmen? Your state representatives and state 
senator? 
Chances are you would be able to answer all - or at least most - of 
these questions. However, if the questions continued with - Who is one 
of your county supervisors or commissioners? Who is your county state's 
attorney? Who is your county treasurer? - most of you would probably 
answer, "I don't know." 
The point is that citizens often know more about government in Wash-
ington, D.C., or Springfield, Illinois, than about the officers and affairs 
of their own county courthouse. Yet as voters you are expected to pass 
on the qualifications of more officers on the state and county levels of 
government than on the national level. Illinois voters have the oppor-
tunity to cast their ballots for 5 officials who serve in Washington, D.C.; 
in the normal election when the General Assembly is not running at large, 
13 who serve in Springfield; and at least 14 who serve in the county court-
house. 
All of you are interested in national and state affairs. Some of you 
have visited the nation's capitol, and perhaps have watched a session of 
Congress or the Supreme Court. Many more of you have journeyed to 
Springfield and have observed the government in operation there. In 
either case, a firsthand view of the government's operation would be of 
rather short duration- often only a day's visit. Therefore, most of what 
you learn about the workings of these governmental units must come from 
what you read. The county, however, offers an excellent opportunity to 
see government in action with very little personal inconvenience. 
The importance of county government should not be underestimated. 
Your nation, state, and county work together to perform a number of ser-
vices that are important to each of you. As citizens you are apt to come 
into contact with a county official in receiving such important services as 
cooperative extension work, welfare, highways, public health, public edu-
cation, and law enforcement. It is the county that records births and 
issues marriage licenses, and the circuit court in the county that probates 
wills. Before this last event occurs, it might be well to learn more of how 
this important unit of local government operates. 
This circular is designed to answer some of the major questions about 
county government- what it is, how it works, and how it is paid for. 
Such a description will be most useful, however, if you use it to supple-
ment your personal observation of your county government in action. 
Democracy bases its hope on action by informed citizens. 
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County Government: What Is It? 
What is the historical development of counties? 
County organization in Illinois dates back to October 1778 when the 
Virginia legislature established the "County of Illinois" after the conquest 
of Kaskaskia and Vincennes by George Rogers Clark. The new county, 
vaguely defined as to boundaries, was attached to that commonwealth. 
Proclamation of the act was not made until June 17, 1779, at which time 
Captain John Todd was appointed "County Lieutenant Commander." 
Government was organized with the county seat at Kaskaskia; however, 
the machinery of government was never effectively set up, and it soon 
stopped operations. 
In 1784 Virginia surrendered to the national government all of its 
claims to this territory. An ordinance was passed in 1787, creating the 
Northwest Territory, which included the present state of Illinois. Gen-
eral Arthur St. Clair was named as first governor of the territory, and 
in 1790 he organized a good part of what is now Illinois into a vast county 
which he modestly named in honor of himself. 
Several years later, in 1800, the area was made part of the newly 
established Indiana Territory. By 1809 Illinois had become a territory 
in its own right. After that time, new counties were formed rapidly, es-
pecially after the territory became a state in 1818. The maps on page 5 
show the growth of county government in the Illinois Territory between 
1 795 and 1966. 
For purposes of regulation and determining fees and salaries, counties 
are divided into three classes on the basis of population: ( 1) those of 
25,000 population or under, sometimes called counties of the "first class"; 
(2) those between 25,000 and 500,000 population, sometimes referred to 
as counties of the "second class"; and (3) those with more than 500,000, 
or counties of the "third class." Cook County is the only county in the 
"third class," and much of our state legislation contains the provision 
"for counties having a population of 500,000 or more," obviously apply-
ing to Cook County alone. 
How is county government organized? 
The character of local government in Illinois was determined largely 
by the system of government used in the states from which the first Illinois 
settlers came. The county system is characteristic of the southern area 
of the United States and was followed by the settlers who came into 
southern and central Illinois from Kentucky and Tennessee. Most of the 
immigrants into northern Illinois came from northeastern states so they 
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established local government based on the New England and New York 
town. 
By 1848 the town idea had grown strong enough to force the adoption 
of a provision in our second Illinois constitution giving people a choice 
of how local government was to be organized. Generally, people in the 
northern counties adopted a combined county-township system, while 
people in the southern part maintained the county system without town- _ 
ships. This optional arrangement was continued in our present constitu-
tion, which was adopted in 1870, thus allowing for two types of county 
government in Illinois- township and non-township. Eighty-five Illinois 
counties have a total of 1,433 townships, while seventeen have none. Any 
county may change to or from the township organization by a majority 
vote of all the electors of the county. A map on page 5 also shows the 
counties that have township organization and those that do not have it. 
What does county government do for you? 
Everyone who lives in Illinois is a resident of a county, whether his 
home is in a large city, a village, or on a farm. You pay taxes to support 
county government. In return you receive a number of important ser-
vices. For those who live on farms the county is one of the most im-
portant units of local government, and it has remained important to those 
who live in cities. 
Counties differ in the number of services they perform, and only a 
few counties provide all that are authorized by state law. As a rule, a 
county performs services in response to the demands of its citizens as 
interpreted by county officials. 
What are the maior powers of co~nty government? 
County units were originally set up to carry out tasks for the state. 
These duties are found in your Illinois Constitution or in the laws passed 
by your state legislature. It should be noted that counties are legally only 
subdivisions of the state and possess only those powers expressly granted 
to them or those necessarily implied in the powers expressly granted by 
the General Assembly. Therefore, any authorization for an expansion of 
the powers of counties must come from the General Assembly. 
Because the officials who carry out these duties are locally elected or 
appointed, the amount of local policy making is greater than you might 
realize. Following is a list of services that Illinois counties perform, 
though not all of them may be performed in your county since they are 
not all required. 
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• Provide police protection, enforce state law, and operate local courts. 
• Con~truct and maintain county roads, bridges, and drains. 
• Provide welfare services. 
• Participate in educational services. 
• Maintain public health departments. 
• Preserve records. 
• Levy and collect F roperty tax. 
• Administer elections. 
• Maintain and operate public airports and landing fields. 
• Provide agricultural services. 
• Establish, equip, and maintain county library service. 
What can you do about county government? 
Before discussing the county officials and their powers, it should be 
pointed out that the ultimate responsibility for good government at any 
level rests on the shoulders of the individual citizen. 
There are many ways in which you may participate in county gov-
ernment, but the basic way is through your right to vote. Through your 
vote you determine who will operate the governmental machinery in your 
county. 
Every citizen in the United States who is 21 years old may vote, if he 
is registered. Illinois has a law requiring voter registration to assure voters 
the right to exercise their vote and to provide safeguards against voting 
irregularities. You can register if you have been living in your precinct 
for 30 days before an election, in your county for 90 days before an elec-
tion, and in Illinois for one year before an election. You may register at 
your county courthouse throughout the year except for a period beginning 
28 days before and ending 2 days after a general election. 
You can also participate in county government by attending meetings 
of the county board, by becoming familiar with problems facing the 
county, and by participating in countywide political party activities. 
County Government: Types of Governing Boards 
Your county is governed by a board that is either a county board of 
supervisors or a board of county commissioners. The one used depends 
on whether your county has adopted a township form of organization or 
a non-township form. One county in the state, Cook County, is in a class 
by itself, and has its own form of governing body, the Board of Commis-
sioners of Cook County. 
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County board of supervisors 
In the 84 counties (other than Cook) that have adopted the township 
form of government, the board of supervisors is the governing body. This 
board includes the township supervisor and assistant supervisors of each 
township within the county. The number of assistant supervisors is de-
termined by the population of the township. More heavily populated 
townships have greater representation on the county board. The law 
provides that: 
A. In counties with less than 84,000 population, a township of 4,000 
or more people is entitled to one assistant supervisor. Townships with 
6,500 or more may have two assistant supervisors, and an additional 
assistant supervisor for each 2,500 people over 6,500. 
B. In counties with populations between 84,000 and 150,000, town-
ships are entitled to one assistant supervisor for each 5,000 inhabitants. 
C. In counties with a population ranging from 150,000 to 275,000, a 
township is entitled to one assistant supervisor for each 7,500 inhabitants. 
D. In counties with a population ranging from 275,000 to 300,000, a 
township is entitled to one assistant supervisor for each 10,000 inhabitants. 
E. In counties with a population over 300,000 (not including Cook), 
a township is entitled to one assistant supervisor for each 12,500 inhab-
itants. 
Under this formula, the sizes of the boards of supervisors range from 
4 members in Putnam County to 51 members in Sangamon and La Salle 
counties. In counties with larger boards of supervisors, most of the work 
is done by committees composed of members of the board, for the size of 
the board indicates that it would be difficult for all members to consider 
and to act upon all the many items of business coming before the board. 
At the present time there is a great deal of discussion concerning the 
constitutionality of representation on the county board of supervisors 
according to townships. For example, Adams County has a county board 
with forty members. McKee Township, with a population in 1964 of 277 
persons, had one supervisor sitting on the board; Quincy Township, with 
a population of 43,793, had only eighteen representatives (one township 
supervisor and seventeen assistant supervisors) on the board. A person 
living in McKee Township would have, in effect, 1/277th of one vote on 
the county board; a person living in Quincy Township, on the other hand, 
would have only 1/2,433rd of one vote. In the light of the "one man, 
one vote" doctrine established by the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of 
Reynolds v. Sims~ many people feel the present boundaries of the town-
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ships within Adams County ap-
parently would have to be altered 
to enclose more nearly equal pop-
ulations, and therefore assure that 
one voter's representation on the 
county board is not different from 
that of a person living in another 
township in the county. 
Members of the county board 
are elected for four-year terms in 
the regular township elections held 
in every odd-numbered year. Only 
half of the total number of super-
visors are elected at one time. In 
this way it is possible to avoid hav-
ing an entirely new and inexperi-
enced board after each election. 
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The county board of supervisors meets regularly only twice a year-
on the second Monday of June and on the second Tuesday of September. 
Special meetings are held when requested by one-third of the members of 
the board, after there has been a notice of the special meeting published 
in a local newspaper. 
Many county boards believe the restrictions on the number of regular 
meetings simply do not allow them sufficient time to handle the many 
problems facing them. Therefore, some county boards meet on an almost 
continuous basis by recessing the meeting until an agreed-upon date in-
stead of adjourning the meeting. Since the governing bodies of Illinois 
cities and towns usually meet at least once or twice a month, many people 
feel that the statutory restrictions on the number of county board meetings 
are unrealistic and that these restrictions should be relaxed or abolished. 
Board of county commissioners 
In the seventeen counties that have not adopted the township form 
of organization, the board of commissioners governs, and it consists of 
three members elected from the entire county (or "the county at large") 
for three-year, staggered terms. For example, the term of Mr. Anderson, 
who was elected in 1963, will expire in 1966; Mr. Baker, elected in 1964, 
will hold office until 1967; and Mr. Case, elected in 1965, will serve until 
1968. By staggering the terms of office, there will never be a completely 
new, inexperienced board in any one year. 
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In the seventeen counties not under township organization, the board 
of commissioners holds only five regular meetings during the year: on the 
third Monday of December, March, June, and September, and on the 
second Monday of July. Special meetings may be held at the call of 
the chairman, who is elected by the other members of the board, or on the 
petition of any two members of the board. All meetings, regular or spe-
cial, must be open to the public, and notice of special meetings must be 
published in some newspaper within the county. 
Board of commissioners of Cook County 
Although the county is divided into townships, Cook County is in a 
class by itself. The state constitution provides that the county board of 
commissioners is to be composed of fifteen members, ten of them elected 
from the City of Chicago, and the remaining five from the townships 
outside of Chicago. All of the members of the Cook County board are 
elected for four-year terms in the even-numbered years when there is no 
presidential election. At the time a voter in Cook County is selecting his 
commissioners, he is also allowed to designate one of the candidates as his 
choice for president of the board, and the candidate who receives the 
highest number of votes for the presidency becomes president of the 
board. The position of president of the Cook County Board of Commis-
sioners is similar to the position of mayor under the mayor-council form 
of city government, for he is allowed to appoint many county officers and 
has the power to veto county ordinances or laws that appropriate money. 
In Cook County, the board of commissioners holds regular meetings 
on the first Monday of December, January, February, March, June, and 
September, and the president may call special meetings. 
Functions of the county boards 
Although the county board (whichever type you have) is the most 
important governing body in the county, you probably will find that few 
people in your own county ever attend its meetings other than newspaper-
men and those having business with the county board. If you are inter-
ested in learning firsthand something about how the affairs of your county 
are handled, there is no better way to begin than by attending a few 
meetings of the county board. 
Counties are legally subdivisions of state government and, as such, 
they can exercise only those powers given to them by the state. They 
generally assist the state in carrying out such activities as law enforcement, 
record keeping, maintenance of roads, and collection of state taxes. In 
addition, counties have responsibilities that are more local in nature, such 
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as the maintenance of libraries, airports, and fairgrounds, the exercise of 
county zoning, and the licensing of businesses and occupations. 
As the lawmaking body of the county, the county board's most impor-
tant functions are probably raising and spending money for public pur-
poses. Because the county board holds the purse strings of the county, it 
can to some extent affect the major policies and programs of all county 
officials, even those who are elected and who theoretically are responsible 
only to the voters who elected them. The county board, however, has far 
from complete control over all the affairs of the county, because many 
county activities are required by state law. A county board, for example, 
cannot decide that the recording of deeds or the collecting of state taxes 
is too expensive and therefore vote to discontinue these activities. Nor 
can members of a county board decide that their own wages are too small 
for the amount of work they are doing and vote to raise their wages above 
a certain limit, because these matters are controlled by state laws. 
The county board exercises all of the powers conferred upon the 
county by the state that are not specifically given to other county officers. 
For example, the board makes most of the important final decisions in 
matters of county finance. It imposes the county taxes, authorizes elec-
tions to determine whether the voters wish to issue bonds to construct 
new county buildings or to undertake new services, accepts bids on behalf 
of the county, purchases property and supplies for various county activi-
ties; and sets salaries of the county employees if they are not set by state 
law. 
Perhaps one of the most difficult tasks facing the county board is to 
promote a team spirit among it and the officials of the county, and among 
the county and other units of local government. For the most part, this 
cooperation among governmental officials will come about because of the 
working friendships that develop over the years, possibly because of mem-
bership in the same political party, and because of a common desire to 
see their jobs well done. It is a rule of practical government that the most 
successful programs are the result of such cooperation and compromise. 
Because many activities are too expensive for a single county to main-
tain, many counties work with other governmental units to provide ser-
vices. Some examples of these cooperative efforts are the construction and 
maintenance of airports, multi-county health departments, and regional 
planning commissions. Agricultural families are familiar with at least one 
program in which county, state, and federal officials are involved: The 
Cooperative Extension Service, with its farm and home advisers in each 
county, and its 4-H clubs. This educational program requires generous 
contributions of time by many people to accomplish its goals. 
Finally, the county board has the important task of appointing certain 
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officials. In all counties, it appoints a rabies inspector and a superinten-
dent of highways. In many counties, the board also appoints the members 
of various other boards, such as the library board, the tuberculosis sani-
torium board, and the airport commission. 
Your county commissioner or supervisor is one of your most important 
contacts with county government. Since the county board's duties are 
broad, it would probably be the first group you should contact if you 
have an interest or problem concerning county government. 
County Government: Elected Officials 
Illinois laws provide for the election of as many as eleven different 
county officials. Because the main task of elected officials is to provide 
services, and because counties are not required to provide all possible 
services, your county may not elect all of the officials discussed below. 
County clerk 
One of the unique things about the structure of county government is 
that it has no chief executive, as does a city (the mayor or city manager), 
the state (the governor) , or the national government (the President) . 
The county clerk, however, is the official principally responsible for the 
general administrative work of the county. It is his duty: ( 1) to keep all 
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documents and records relating to the business of the county board; (2) to 
present all checks in payment of bills to the treasurer (after they have 
been approved by the county board) for his signature, and then to deliver 
the checks to the proper people; and (3) to give to any person who pays 
the required fee a copy of any record, paper, or account in his office. 
As an associate clerk of the new circuit court (before 1964, he was the 
clerk of the county court), the county clerk still attends certain court 
sessions personally or by his deputy, keeps a record of all the proceedings 
and decisions of a division or branch of the circuit court, and keeps such 
record books as are required by state law. 
The county clerk also performs various duties relating to elections. 
He must supervise the printing of ballots for primary and general elec-
tions and, with officials of the various political parties, he canvasses or 
keeps a tally of the election returns. In many counties, the county clerk 
is also in charge of voting by absentee ballots. In addition, he is in charge 
of voters' registration in all parts of the county except for cities operating 
under special election laws. 
The county clerk has an important role in the assessment of the local 
property taxes as you will see later in the discussion of county finances. 
He also keeps records of the births and deaths in the county, issues mar-
riage .licenses, and serves as recorder of deeds in counties with less than 
60,000 population. Because of its close relationship to the county board 
and its miscellaneous duties, the county clerk's office tends to become sort 
of a clearing house for county business in general. 
County auditor 
The county auditor is the watchdog of the financial affairs of the 
county. He audits or checks all claims against the county and recom-
mends to the county board whether to pay or to reject these bills. He 
must approve all orders for county supplies, and he keeps a record of all 
contracts entered into by the county. He prepares a report for the county 
board four times during the year showing the entire financial operations 
of the county, including the various fines and fees due the county from 
the various county offices, estimates of future income, bills paid and those 
still unpaid, and all other financial matters. The county board also may 
authorize the county auditor to plan and to put into operation accounting 
systems for each department or office in the county. 
The county auditor is elected for a four-year term in all counties hav-
ing a population of more than 75,000, but less than 500,000 inhabitants. 
Since the qualifications for this office are the same as those for the other 
elective county offices, the auditor need not even be an accountant. In 
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Cook County (the only Illinois county with more than 500,000 inhabi-
tants), the auditor is appointed by the president of the county board. In 
counties of less than 75,000, the county board may appoint the auditor for 
four-year terms. 
A recently enacted state law requires the county boards in counties 
having a population over 10,000 but less than 500,000 to have a yearly 
audit of all the county funds and accounts by independent accountants 
chosen by the county board. These accountants file reports of their find-
ings with the county board, which must then file a copy with the State 
Auditor of Public Accounts. This procedure assures the people of the 
county and the state that there would be little opportunity for a county 
auditor who is negligent or dishonest to avoid being discovered. 
County treasurer 
The primary duties of the county treasurer are to receive, to keep 
safely, and to disburse county funds and all other money authorized to be 
paid to him. Because he is the custodian of the county money, he may be 
required to make up any shortage in his books out of his own pocket. For 
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the protection of the county, he is usually bonded- that is, an insurance 
policy is purchased that will repay the county any money lost or misap-
propriated by the county treasurer. 
He ultimately will receive the many fees collected by most of the other 
county officers. Some of these fees are: the costs collected by the courts, 
marriage license fees, dog licenses, and liquor licenses. Since many county 
officers must maintain their offices on the fees collected, they will first de-
duct their expenses and then turn over the excess to the county treasurer. 
He is also the supervisor of property assessments in township counties, 
and the county assessor in commission counties under 500,000 population 
unless there is an appointed supervisor of assessments or county assessor 
or an elected board of assessors. In addition to being involved in the as-
sessment of the property taxes, the county treasurer is also the collector of 
the property taxes for all township counties. The sheriff serves as collector 
of taxes in commission counties. As the collector, the treasurer must pre-
pare a list of all persons who have failed to pay their personal property 
taxes, and must submit monthly reports to the county board on the 
amount of taxes received. He must also collect the taxes for the other 
local units of government, such as the drainage districts, school districts, 
and others, and must turn the money over to them periodically. 
The county treasurer is elected for a four-year term and is one of the 
two county officers (the sheriff is the other) the Constitution of Illinois 
prohibits from serving two consecutive terms. He may, of course, serve 
again later after another person has held the office for a term. This was 
intended to guarantee that any shortages in money will be discovered by 
the next treasurer. Many students of local government feel that because 
of the recent statute requiring annual audits in counties over 10,000 pop-
ulation by independent accountants, the constitutional restriction on re-
election of county treasurers is no longer necessary. 
Recorder of deeds 
Because our system of land ownership is based mainly on documents 
that are preserved and open to public inspection, the recorder of deeds is 
an important figure of local government. His primary duty is to make 
and to preserve a public record of the various legal documents (such as 
deeds, mortgages, and leases) that affect the title to land. He also records 
or files other important documents such as the articles of incorporation of 
Illinois corporations, and the bill of sale when goods- especially automo-
biles and appliances- are sold on the installment plan. The recorder of 
deeds is elected for four-year terms in each county having 60,000 or more 
inhabitants. In counties of less than 60,000, the county clerk also serves 
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as the recorder of deeds. His compensation is fixed by the county board, 
but comes primarily from the fees he collects for recording the various 
documents. 
County coroner 
The offices of the coroner and the sheriff are two of the oldest in 
county government, dating back to early days in England. The coroner 
has the same powers as the sheriff in acting to preserve the peace. In 
actual practice, however, coroners rarely exercise these powers as peace 
officers except where there is a vacancy in the office of the sheriff, or when 
the sheriff is disqualified in a particular case because he is related to some 
important person in the case, or for some similar reason. 
The coroner's main duty is to determine the cause of death when it 
has occurred under unusual or suspicious circumstances or when no doctor 
has been in attendance. In many cases the coroner requests that a physi-
cian perform an autopsy to determine the cause of the death. In cases of 
apparent or attempted suicide, homicide, or accidental death, the coroner 
must call a jury of six persons living in the vicinity where the death oc-
curred and must conduct an inquest into the cause of the death. As soon 
as the coroner completes his investigation into the cause and circumstances 
of a death, he issues a death certificate stating his findings. 
The coroner is elected for a four-year term in all counties. Because 
he is not required to be a physician, he is allowed to appoint one as his 
assistant in Cook County. In other counties, the physician is appointed 
by the State Director of Public Health. 
Sheriff 
The history of the sheriff's office is rooted in the ninth century of 
England, where he was an agent of the King in charge of law enforce-
ment and had various judicial responsibilities. While the activities of the 
sheriff today may be less exciting, they are still approximately the same 
types of duties the sheriff performed in those days. To aid him in his job 
of preventing crime and breaches of the peace within the county, the 
sheriff may summon a posse and may call upon any person, including a 
state highway patrolman, for assistance. The state highway patrolmen 
have essentially the same powers as sheriffs in law enforcement matters, 
although their primary concern is with the use of the highways. The 
sheriff usually appoints permanent deputies to assist him in his duties, 
and may appoint temporary deputies. 
The sheriff also has charge of prisoners. He runs the county jail and 
is paid board by the county for each prisoner in the jail. From these 
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funds he may hire a cook or, in 
some of the smaller counties, his wife 
may serve as the cook. Most of the 
prisoners in the jail serve short terms 
or are there only temporarily, either 
awaiting trial or transfer to a state 
penitentiary or to a federal prison. 
The sheriff is also an officer of 
the courts in the county. Some of 
his most time-consuming tasks in-
volve carrying out the judge's orders, 
and serving legal papers, such as 
summonses to appear in court, court 
orders, and judgments. Since the 
compensation for the sheriff comes 
from the fees connected with these 
duties, it is not surprising that he 
takes such an interest in these mat-
ters. In non-township counties, the 
sheriff also must act as the collector 
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of the property taxes. With all these other duties, it is sometimes a wonder 
that the sheriff has any time remaining for law enforcement. 
The sheriff is elected for a four-year term and, like the county trea-
surer, is not allowed to succeed himself in office. For this reason, in some 
counties the sheriff is elected for a term, then the chief deputy sheriff is 
elected as sheriff for a term, then the original sheriff runs for sheriff again, 
and so on, until the voters elect others. 
State's attorney 
Another of the county's most important elective officials is the state's 
attorney. The county board and the county officers rely on him for 
legal opinions regarding questions about state laws or federal laws relat-
ing to county functions. As the county takes on more activities, his opin-
ions are sought on the increasing number of legal problems facing the 
county, the school districts, and other local units of government. For 
example, when there is a question of welfare payments in a certain case, 
the county superintendent of public aid may ask him for an interpretation 
of some of the complex statutes involved. 
The state's attorney also has a powerful influence on the law enforce-
ment process that begins with the search for clues and ends in the convic-
tion or acquittal of the accused. In many ways, this whole process re-
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sembles a series of strainers or sifters designed to ensure that only the 
guilty are convicted and the innocent go free as soon as possible. The 
first sifter is the police officer, who decides to arrest or not to arrest sus-
pects, depending on the type of evidence he has. The state's attorney gen-
erally keeps the police officers informed of the types of evidence needed to 
arrest persons. 
If the police do decide to arrest the person, usually the next step is the 
presentation of the facts to the grand jury. This body is made up of 23 
voters in the county. Since they are laymen, they usually must depend 
entirely on the state's attorney's presentation of the facts, other evidence, 
and the witnesses. This is not a trial; the whole purpose is to see if there 
is sufficient evidence to formally charge the person with a crime and to 
make him stand trial. The grand jury, then, sifts out the most doubtful 
cases, and indicts the persons it thinks should be tried. The third sifter is 
the state's attorney himself. Even if the grand jury indicts the person, the 
state's attorney may refuse to prosecute because, for example, he does not 
feel his witnesses would convince a jury, or some very important evidence 
could not be introduced at the trial for one reason or another. The state's 
attorney also has the authority, largely from long-standing custom, to 
negotiate with the accused either by offering not to prosecute him in 
return for information about other possible violators involved or by guar-
anteeing not to prosecute for a more serious crime if the accused agrees 
to plead guilty of a less serious crime. The final sifter is, of course, the 
jury of 12 at the trial (the "petit" or "little" jury) . It decides whether 
the accused is guilty and should be punished, or innocent and should be 
released. Because he is the prosecutor and presents all the evidence tend-
ing to show the accused is guilty as charged, the state's attorney may have 
a great influence on these final sifters. His influence does not end with the 
conviction of the accused, for in many situations the judge may seek 
the state's attorney's advice in determining the sentence to be imposed on 
the person who has been convicted. 
The state's attorney is elected for a four-year term, and his salary is 
paid jointly by the county and state. (Another county official involved in 
criminal prosecutions, the public defender, will be discussed under the 
section on appointed officials.) 
Circuit court iudge 
The primary task of the circuit courts is to apply "the law" to the facts 
in criminal and civil cases. What is "the law"? Think of two rivers 
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parallel to each other, separated by a marshy area with streams connecting 
the two rivers. -One river could represent the statutory law, or the laws 
passed by the legislature. Even before legislatures began to operate in 
England courts were busy settling disputes between parties. In effect, 
these early judges were making their own laws to fairly and equitably 
resolve disputes. Over the centuries, a great body of principles accumu-
lated and was called the "common law." The common or judge-made 
law is represented by the other river. This English system of statutory 
and common law has been adopted in America. 
In fact, the statutes of Illinois have one section providing that: "The 
common law of England ... , and all statutes or acts of the British Par-
liament made in aid of and to supply the defects of the common law, 
prior to the fourth year of James I, ... shall be considered as of full force 
until repealed by· legislative authority." 
Sometimes legislatures thought the common law rule should be 
changed, and they did so by enacting statutes. One portion of the com-
mon law river was diverted and joined the statutory river. At other times, 
the statutes were not very clear in language, or perhaps the courts were 
faced with a problem that was not quite covered by the statutes. The 
courts, then, tried to interpret the intent of the legislature, or to fill in 
the gaps in the statute, and have added common law interpretations to 
the statutes. 
Most of the disputes that arise today lie in this marshy area. They 
cannot be solved merely by looking in the statute books, nor by reading the 
opinions of judges. Both must be consulted to find "the law." The job of 
the circuit court judges is to determine the law in any particular case, and 
the job of the jury is to determine the facts and to apply the law to those 
facts. In addition, the judge must serve as the "referee" when the oppos-
ing attorneys are attempting to present their most favorable evidence to 
convince the jurors of the truthfulness of their view of the facts. 
Strictly speaking, all "local" courts are parts of the state judicial sys-
tem. Although many court cases involve locally enacted statutes, usually 
called "ordinances," the great bulk of judicial business ordinarily con-
cerns the application of state statutes and the common law of the state. 
Moreover, judgments of the local court (the Circuit Court) are subject 
to review, on appeal, by courts operating at an intermediate level (the 
Appellate Court) or at the state level (the Supreme Court of Illinois). 
Despite their legal classification as state tribunals, however, the lower 
courts function in many respects as integral parts of the local government 
machinery. For example, the chief judge of the circuit may appoint 
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members of the county board of review which hears tax complaints from 
citizens, the board of election commissioners, the jury commission, and 
many other boards and commissions. In addition, the judge may have 
important responsibilities in the conduct of elections. 
The State of Illinois is divided into 21 judicial circuits- one circuit 
for Cook County and 20 circuits for downstate counties. Since 1964 the 
Circuit Court has been the only trial court, and it has absorbed the func-
tions of the justice of the peace, police magistrate, and county and probate 
courts. All of the judges of these former courts have become either judges, 
associate judges, or magistrates of the circuit court. The county judges 
(of whom there was one in every county) became associate judges, so 
every county still has a judge nearby. The 3 or 4 judges of the circuit 
court are elected for 6-year terms by the voters of the entire circuit. In 
each circuit, the judges and associate judges elect a chief judge, who has 
general administrative authority in the county. If, for example, one 
county has a large number of cases awaiting trial, and another county has 
relatively little for its judge to do, the chief judge may assign the judge 
from the less busy county to hear cases in the busier county for awhile. 
The type of case determines whether a judge (or associate judge) or a 
magistrate of the circuit court will hear it. Magistrates will hear the 
minor civil cases involving less than $5,000 and criminal cases in which 
the punishment does not exceed a $1,000 fine or 1 year in jail, while the 
judges and associate judges will handle the more serious cases. 
The magistrates are appointed by the judges in each circuit, and serve 
at the pleasure of the judges. If an incumbent judge or associate judge 
wishes to stay in office for another term, he must file a statement to that 
effect six months before his term expires. His name is then placed on a 
separate ballot without party label at the next election, and the only thing 
the voter has to decide is whether the judge should be retained in office. 
Judges now run for re-election on their records, not against opponents. 
If a judge is rejected at the election, dies, or retires, each political 
party holds a convention and nominates a candidate for the office. In the 
next general election, these candidates are listed on a ballot with party 
designations. The new provisions allowing judges to run for re-election 
on their record is intended to ensure that judges will remain relatively 
independent and free of political pressures. It sometimes happened in the 
past that competent judges were not re-elected simply because the polit-
ical party label under which they were running was temporarily unpopular 
with the voters. 
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Clerk of the circuit court 
A clerk of the circuit court is elected for a four-year term in each 
county, and is primarily responsible for the record keeping of the circuit 
court. It is his duty to attend all sessions of the circuit court either in 
person or through a deputy and to keep a record of the proceedings. The 
clerk is keeper of the court seal and custodian of all the court records. 
He issues court processes (subpoenas and other writs or orders), and keeps 
a record of all judgments, orders, and decrees. In addition, all of the 
official bonds of the various county officers are filed with the clerk of the 
circuit court. Finally, the circuit clerk draws the names of panels of 
jurors that will be used while the court is in session. In counties under 
140,000, the list of prospective jurors is prepared by the county board. 
If the county has more than 140,000 inhabitants, the circuit court judges 
appoint three voters to serve as jury commissioners and to prepare the 
list of prospective jurors. To be a juror, one must live in the county, be at 
least 21 years old, be of sound judgment and integrity, and not be infirm 
or exempt from jury duty. Professionals (doctors, lawyers, veterinarians) 
and governmental officials are generally exempt from jury service. This is 
probably due to the inconvenience their absence would cause to many 
people, as well as to a feeling that other jurors might give undue respect 
to their opinions. At any rate, serving on a jury is one of the great privi-
leges and duties of citizenship, and is the most direct way for the average 
citizen to actually participate in government. 
County superintendent of schools 
The county superintendent of schools has general supervision over all 
the public schools in his county. Among other things, the superintendent 
or a deputy visits each public school at least once a year. He may make 
suggestions to teachers and school officials regarding teaching techniques 
and the outlines of courses, and he carries out the orders of the State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
The superintendent also serves as an adviser on general school prob-
lems, and arranges countywide educational activities, such as teachers' 
institutes, meetings of school administrators, and speech contests. He also 
supervises examinations prepared by the State Teacher Certification 
Board for persons applying for teachers' certificates, and may revoke the 
certificate of any teacher if, for example, the teacher has "some condition 
of health detrimental to the welfare of pupils," as well as for other good 
reasons. 
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The county superintendent of schools is elected in all counties and 
must have a master's degree from college, as well as at least four years of 
teaching experience. He is paid a salary from the state treasury that is 
based on the population of the county. In addition to this salary, the 
county board may allow additional compensation that is paid from the 
county treasury. 
County Government: Appointed Officials 
The fact that an official is appointed rather than elected does not 
mean he does not have an important job. As new jobs have been created, 
there has been a tendency for the General Assembly to make them ap-
pointive. Some of the older jobs were established in the Constitution of 
Illinois, so to make them appointive would require a constitutional amend-
ment. While many people feel that the office of the coroner should be 
appointive and should be limited to physicians, such a change could be 
done only by amending the constitution. Other offices, such as county 
auditor, were created by the General Assembly, so these offices could be 
made appointive in all cases simply by the passage of a new law. 
There are three main arguments for appointing rather than electing 
more officials. The first is that as counties grow in population, many of 
the officers on the ballot are not known to the average voter. This is 
especially true of metropolitan counties such as Cook, St. Clair, Peoria, 
and Winnebago; but it is not necessarily true of the smaller rural counties 
where many of the voters do know the county officers personally. 
The second reason given for appointment is that some county officers 
need only professional training, and they do not have a hand in determin-
ing policies. Therefore, there is no need to have these officers responsible 
to the voters on election day. For example, the Constitution of Illinois in 
1870 provided for an elected surveyor. By a constitutional amendment 
in 1880, however, the office of elective surveyor was dropped, and this 
official is now appointed by the county board whenever the need arises. 
The third reason for the trend toward appointment has been that it 
centralizes responsibility in the county board. If the appointed official is 
clearly incompetent, there is no need to go through a complicated pro-
cedure to remove him from office or to hope that the next time he will 
not be re-elected. In our national government, we use the appointive sys-
tem to a great extent. For example, the President is responsible for the 
actions of the Secretary of State or Secretary of Agriculture or his other 
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cabinet officials. If they had been elected officers, however, the President 
could claim that he had little responsibility for any actions they took. 
Most of the officials discussed below are found in every county in Illi-
nois. In a few cases, however, they are not since the county has the right 
to decide whether or not to undertake the activity that would involve 
some of these officials. 
Public defender 
Recognizing that it is as much the duty of government to see that in-
nocent persons are acquitted as to see that the guilty are convicted, the 
statutes of Illinois provide that if any person accused of a crime cannot 
afford to hire an attorney to defend him, the court must appoint one. In 
counties with populations of 35,000 or more, a majority of the circuit court 
judges appoint a public defender to serve at their pleasure. This public 
defender will serve as counsel or attorney for all indigent persons (those 
who cannot afford to hire an attorney) accused of a crime. In counties of 
less than 35,000, the trial judge simply will appoint a licensed attorney to 
conduct the defense in a particular case. When that case is over, the at-
torney's duties are terminated. 
When a public defender has been appointed, his salary is fixed by the 
county board and paid out of the county treasury. It is usually a per-
centage of the county state's attorney's salary, the exact salary to be de-
termined according to the size of the county and the county board's judg-
ment as to how much work is involved. The county board also provides 
for office, travel, and any other expenses connected with defending the 
indigent client. 
County superintendent of highways 
The county superintendent prepares the plans and supervises the con-
struction of all the bridges and culverts to be built by the county, town-
ships, and road districts. He advises the highway commissioners of the 
townships or road districts in his county as to the best ways to repair, to 
maintain, or to improve the bridges and highways for which they are re-
sponsible, and he supervises the maintenance and repair of county roads. 
Because of the technical nature of his job, state laws require several 
steps in the appointment of the county superintendent of highways. First, 
the county board prepares a list of five persons who either have been 
graduated from an engineering college and have had two years of prac-
tical experience, or who have had at least ten years of practical experience 
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in highway engineering or in the construction and maintenance of streets 
and highways. Then the State Department of Public Works and Build-
ings gives examinations to these men, and certifies the persons best trained 
for the office. Finally, from the men best trained for the office, the county 
board appoints a highway superintendent for a term of six years. 
Regional planning commission 
If the county board believes the county or a part of it should have a 
plan that would guide future growth, the county board may create a 
planning commission and appoint its members. This planning commis-
sion prepares a plan for the development of the region. The plan usually 
contains recommendations about where roads and highways will have to 
be built in the future or widened if the existing ones are inadequate; how 
water supply and drainage problems should be handled; where the resi-
dential areas should be located so as to preserve the richest land for agri-
culture and yet be suitable for home sites; where new industries should 
be located to be nearest to transportation facilities; and so on. While this 
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plan is advisory only, it does indicate to the county residents and to indus-
tries interested in locating within the county that the county officials are 
vitally concerned with the future development of the area. Many counties 
have decided that since the neighboring counties have many of the same 
problems and hopes for future development, there should be a combined 
planning commission that will study the problems of several counties. For 
this reason, there are a number of planning commissions concerned with 
the affairs of more than one county. 
County farm and home advisers 
Cooperative Extension Service employees- the county farm adviser 
and home adviser, and their associates and assistants- are actually mem-
bers of the staff of the University of Illinois, but since their activities are 
centered in the county, their work is discussed here. The county, the Uni-
versity of Illinois College of Agriculture, and the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture all participate in these activities. The advisers are 
perhaps the best example of cooperation among local, state, and national 
governments in their program of education for better agricultural tech-
niques and better living in general. 
The county Agricultural and Home Economics Extension Council 
members are appointed by the Director of the Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice of the College of Agriculture. These councils have the responsibility 
of cooperating with the extension personnel in planning the various pro-
grams and projects within the county that help groups of homemakers, 
farmers, and young people lead better family and community lives. The 
county advisers are educators with the entire county for their classroom. 
They reach people through a variety of methods, such as training leaders; 
giving talks and demonstrations; writing news articles; giving radio and 
television talks; and helping plan fairs, tours, and exhibits. 
Your county decides for itself whether or not it will have these county 
advisers. Most Illinois counties have their own farm and home advisers, 
although some share advisers with neighboring counties. Every adviser is 
chosen by the county Agricultural or Home Economics Extension Council 
from a list submitted by the Cooperative Extension Service at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. Every adviser must have a college degree in agriculture or 
in home economics, as the case may be. Their salary is paid from state 
and federal funds. Local people pay the office and travel expenses in-
volved in advisers' work through grants to the University. In addition, 
county boards are authorized to levy a special tax that supports the activi-
ties of the Cooperative Extension Service in their county. 
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County superintendent of public aid 
The county superintendent of public aid is actually an officer ap-
pointed and paid by the state, although his base of operations is in the 
county. His principal duties are to administer the various welfare pro-
grams (usually called "public" or "categorical" aid) that are financed by 
the national and state governments. These programs are Aid to De-
pendent Children (children living with a parent who cannot support 
them) , 0 ld Age Assistance (to the needy aged residents of the state) , 
Assistance to the Medically Indigent Aged (for those over 65 who, al-
though they do have enough money for their own food, clothing and 
shelter, do not have sufficient funds to pay the medical expenses that often 
accompany old age), Disability Assistance (for those who are totally and 
permanently disabled), and Assistance to the Needy Blind. The county 
superintendent of public aid is in charge of the case workers who period-
ically visit those receiving public aid and attempt to give them personal 
advice and information about helping themselves, as well as to determine 
whether there has been any change in their needs or their income. 
County supervisor of general assistance 
In addition to these programs, counties are involved in "general" assis-
tance programs, which are paid from local funds. If the county meets 
certain requirements, the state also may share part of the expenses of 
these programs. These "general" assistance programs usually fill in the 
gaps between the various "categorical" aid programs, and usually are not 
of a long duration. For example, if a seventeen-year-old boy were involved 
in an accident and became totally disabled, he would not qualify for dis-
ability assistance until he was eighteen. Therefore, he should first apply 
to his county supervisor of general assistance for help in paying doctor 
and hospital bills if he has no other way of paying them. The county 
supervisor of general assistance is appointed by the county board of com-
missioners in non-township counties. In township counties, each township 
supervisor also serves as the supervisor of general assistance within his own 
township. 
County rabies inspector 
The county rabies inspector is in charge of all efforts to control rabies 
within his county. His real efforts are aimed at preventing outbreaks. 
For this reason, state law requires every owner of a dog that is not con-
fined at all times to have that dog inoculated each year by the rabies 
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inspector or another veterinarian. If any dog is found running at large 
without a rabies inoculation tag, the rabies inspector is responsible for 
catching the dog and for placing it in a public pound. 
The county rabies inspector must be a licensed veterinarian, and is 
appointed annually by the county board in all Illinois counties. 
County veterinarian 
Illinois is one of the few states having a county veterinarian program. 
The program was begun in the early 1920s, and although state statutes do 
not require counties to hire veterinarians, 40 counties have hired full-time 
veterinarians. The county veterinarian must send a monthly report of all 
livestock diseases to the state Department of Agriculture. Under the 
Grade A Milk Law, all herds producing milk for sale to consumers must 
be tested for tuberculosis every six years, and a certificate is given to each 
farmer whose herd passes the inspection. This is in addition to the semi-
annual inspection by each dairy of the herds of individual farmers supply-
ing milk. The veterinarian's services also include tuberculin testing, bru-
cellosis testing, and detection of sheep scabies, hog cholera, and many 
other diseases. 
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The county veterinarian is appointed by the county board, subject 
to the approval of the Illinois Department of Agriculture. He must have 
had experience in the field, and also must have a knowledge of the laws 
and regulations dealing with the control of animal diseases. One-half of 
his salary is paid by the state (up to a maximum of $400 per month), 
and the other half by the county. 
County health department 
The county health department is responsible for enforcing state laws 
aimed at preserving the health of the conimunity. In accomplishing this 
job, it investigates the existence of all contagious diseases, makes sanitary 
and health inspections of many establishments- especially restaurants 
and dairies, and other places where food is handled or processed - in-
spects water supplies, and may even declare buildings unfit for human 
habitation because of inadequate sanitary facilities, rat infestation, and 
so on. It also gives professional advice and information to city, village, 
town, and school authorities when requested. It furnishes free immuni-
zation to school age children, imposes quarantines to prevent the spread 
of communicable diseases, and advises expectant mothers. Finally, county 
health departments carry on educational programs designed to improve 
the citizen's awareness of common health problems. 
Approximately one-third of the counties in Illinois have established 
fulltime county health departments. These are managed by an eight-
member board, two members of which must be doctors and one a dentist. 
Members of this board are appointed by the chairman (or president in 
Cook County) of the county board for three-year terms. The board then 
hires a staff of fulltime doctors, nurses, and others trained in public health 
matters. 
Many counties do not have sufficient funds to establish fulltime health 
departments of their own. Some counties have solved this problem by 
cooperating with other counties to form a multiple-county health depart-
ment, thereby lessening the financial burden on the single county. 
Establishment of other county boards 
Some of the other boards that may be established by each county are 
the county library board, the tuberculosis sanitorium board, and the air-
port commission. The members of these various boards are usually ap-
pointed by the county board. 
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Appointment of deputies and assistants 
Deputies and assistants of the permanent county officers are generally 
appointed by the permanent officers themselves. If the permanent officer 
has been elected, he often appoints loyal workers from his political party as 
a reward for their services. The number of such appointments is decreas-
ing, however, as county officials are becoming more conscientious in re-
taining the experienced assistants, and in selecting the best qualified when 
there are vacancies. Other than in Cook County, there has been no 
authorization for counties to use a civil service or merit basis for hiring 
new employees. 
County Government: How It's Paid for 
Your county government gets its funds from two major sources. These 
are the property tax and state grants or shared taxes, such as the state 
motor fuel tax. Less important sources of income are the other types of 
taxes, fees and fines, and funds received from the leasing or sale of county 
property. The chart at left on page 30 shows the sources of funds for all 
Illinois counties in 1962, and the one on the right indicates how the 
money was spent. Since the money received from bond issues is actually 
borrowed, it is not technically income to the county, and therefore is 
omitted from the chart. This explains why county expenditures are 
greater than county revenue. The difference is simply the amount of 
money borrowed by the counties. 
Aid from the state is "earmarked" or set aside for specific projects. 
In 1962, the categorical and general assistance programs in counties re-
ceived a total of 64 million dollars from the state, and the county highway 
departments received approximately 24 million dollars as their share of 
the motor fuel tax of 5 cents per gallon. Federal aid is also given to 
counties that undertake specific projects. These include hiring a county 
farm or home adviser, administering the categorical aid welfare programs, 
and building or maintaining certain highways. 
The general property tax must support almost all of the county ac-
tivities that do not receive state or federal aid. It is also the only impor-
tant source of income that the county has to pay off the interest and 
principal on its outstanding debts and bonds. Finally, the property tax 
is the only major source of revenue that can be increased by action of 
the county itself. Fees and fines are usually set by state law, and the state 
or federal government makes the decision on grants to specific county 
programs. 
Many county expenses are required by state law. For example, the 
county must pay the costs of conducting elections and the expenses of 
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the coroner. The result is that if counties wish to lower the property tax, 
which finances most of the counties' functions, the only methods other 
than going in to debt would be to increase the efficiency of operations or 
to limit the other services that the state allows, but does not require, the 
county to perform. The property tax could also be lowered by raising 
other taxes, or by imposing new types, such as a state income tax, but 
this would require action by the General Assembly in Springfield. 
Although there may be different officials or different names for those 
who perform the same work in the various sizes and types of counties, this 
is briefly how the property tax that you pay each year is computed: 
During the first three months of the year, the county clerk prepares 
a list of the taxable property in his county, along with the name of the 
owner and the legal description of the property, and delivers this list to 
the supervisor of assessments before April 1. In some counties the trea-
surer may have this job or there may be an elected county assessor or an 
elected board of assessors. The supervisor then appoints deputy assessors. 
All assessors receive instructions from the supervisor before they begin 
their work in order to assure that the assessing practices are uniform 
throughout the county. As a matter of statewide practice, all real estate 
is assessed at 50 percent of its fair market value. Between April 1 and 
June 1 the assessors are out visiting farms and homes and making their 
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findings of the assessors, the supervisor turns the lists over to the board of 
review. Property owners are allowed to complain to this board about 
excessive valuations. The board of review may increase, reduce, or equal-
ize the assessments and correct any unfair assessments, when the persons 
affected by an increase have been given notice of a hearing (;\nd have had 
an opportunity to be heard. After the board of review has finished its 
job, it turns the lists over to the county clerk. 
In the meantime, the clerk has been receiving various requests for 
funds from townships, school districts, park districts, and all of the other 
governmental units in the county, as well as the county requests. He totals 
these requests and, by dividing the total requested by the total assessed 
valuations, gets the tax rate or levy that must be applied to the property 
to obtain the money requested. State statutes set upper limits on the tax 
rates that may be applied for each governmental unit. 
In the past, assessors in some counties placed a very low valuation on 
property located within their counties, while other counties assessed their 
property at almost the fair market price. To give some uniformity to the 
state, the State Department of Revenue receives copies of the assessment 
lists or rolls of all counties and compares the values given to property in 
those rolls with the prices actually paid in that county for property sold 
during the year. For example, suppose that property assessed at $10,000 
had actually sold that year for $25,000. Since it should have been assessed 
at $12,500, or 50 percent of its fair market value, the state Department 
of Revenue would direct the county to use an equalization factor or 
multiplier of 1.25 on all of its property assessments to bring them into 
line with the rest of the counties. The county clerk would then multiply 
each of the property assessments by one and one-quarter and multiply 
that figure by the tax rate he had previously computed in order to get 
the property tax bill. 
Sometimes a property owner gets a tax bill that is higher or lower 
than the one received by his neighbor across the street or road. If their 
properties are assessed at about the same value, they may think that some 
mistake has been made. Usually the answer lies in the fact that the road 
separates two school districts with different tax rates, or one place is in-
cluded in a park district, fire protection district, or sanitary district, and 
the other place is not. The tax rate applied against any one piece of 
property is simply the total of the tax rates of each unit or level of gov-
ernment within which the property is included. 
Many property owners erroneously believe that the tax bill they re-
ceive in May or June is the result of the visit by the assessor a few months 
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before. Actually, the bill is the result of the assessor's visit the year before. 
The entire tax cycle, from the meeting of the local assessors for instruction 
to the actual collection of the tax, takes almost two years to complete. 
The chart on the right on page 30 shows how all counties in Illinois 
spent their money in 1962. The expenditures listed under General Gov-
ernment include maintenance of various county buildings, costs of collect-
ing taxes, cost of elections, interest on general debt, and miscellaneous 
salaries. Law Enforcement includes the salaries of the sheriff and his 
deputies, and the costs of maintaining the county jail and youth detention 
centers. As can be seen from the chart, the major expenditures of Illinois 
counties are for highways, public welfare, and general government costs. 
County Government: an Overall View 
At this point you have probably concluded that county government is 
extremely complicated. Let us briefly review some of the ground we have 
covered. 
The county board serves as the main policy-making body for all mat-
ters that the state legislature has left to be decided by the county. Most 
of the appointive officials must be approved by this body. 
The officials who aid the county board most are the county clerk, 
who acts as a kind of executive secretary for the board, and the state's 
attorney, who acts as its legal adviser. 
The chief law enforcement officer is the sheriff, although much of the 
actual work will be done by his deputies since he has many other respon-
sibilities. The coroner may act as a temporary sheriff when that office 
is vacant, or when the sheriff is disqualified from acting in a particular 
case. 
The resolution of legal controversies is handled by one of the divisions 
of the circuit court, depending on the nature of the controversy. The 
probate division handles cases involving wills, and the general division 
handles the more important civil and criminal cases. 
Special officers handle county activities in the fields of highways, wel-
fare, health, regional planning, and extension work. 
If you are a member of a club or organization that invites speakers 
for your meetings, you should consider asking county officials. The offi-
cials who would probably be the best speakers would be a member of the 
county board, the county clerk, or the state's attorney. 
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